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NOMENCUTURE 
TBP - tri-butyl phosphate 
(Mj_)n - molality, moles of a solute 1 per kilogram of solvent at sta%8 n 
K - distribution coefficient, ratio of molality of a solute in an 
organic phase to molality of the solute in the equilibrium aqueous 
phase 
P - separation factor, ratio of two distribution coefficients 
S - flow rate of solvent in an organic stream, kgm. TBP/unit time 
R - flow rate of solvent in an aqueous stream, kgra. H20/unit time 
F - flow rate of solvent in a feed stream, kgm, H^ O/unit time 
oC - flow rate ratio, S/R 
y g - cost of one mixer settler stage 
y^  - total cost for the extractor section being considered 
N - number of scrub side stages 
M - number of extract side stages 
A - cross-section area of one settling chamber, ft^  
ROI - return on investment 
Subscripts 
t - total solutes present, expressed as equivalents of nitrate 
Re " total rare earth nitrate solutes present 
La - lanthanum nitrate 
Pr - praseodymium nitrate 
Nd - neodymium nitrate 
Sm - samarium nitrate 
Ac - nitric acid 
n - arbitrary stage in extraction cascade 
0 - input stream to first stage 
org. - organic phase 
aq. - aqueous phase 
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SUMMARY 
A computer program has been written to calculate tho composition of 
streams, the size and cost of process units, and the return on investment 
of a solvent extraction plant to recover La(NO^ )^  from a cerium-free mon-
azite rare earth feed when the production rate in tons of rare earth feed 
per day and six operating variables are specified. Equilibrium data for 
tho La(NO^ )„ - Pr(NO ) - Nd(NO ) - Sm(NO ) - HNO - H 0 - TBP system 
 ^^   ^J 33 3 _3 3 2 
and material balance calculations are used to make stage-by-sta^ e cal­
culations in the extractor. 
The program was used to develop an iterative optimization procedure 
to obtain the maximum return on investment for a plant that produces a 
99*9# La(NO^ )^  product at a 99.0# recovery. The procedure was efficient, 




The lanthanides, better knovm as the rare earths, are elements of 
atomic number 57 to 71. These elements occur widely distributed in nature 
and also in a number of minerals such as monazite, bastnasite, gadolinite, 
xenotime, and euxenite. Lanthanum, cerium, and neodymium are as abundant 
as lead .and tin, and the least abundant naturally occurring rare earths are 
more plentiful than iodine or the platinum group metals. ' Since monazits 
sands are not only the principal source of thorium but also contain from 
eight to fifteen times more rare earths than thorium, it is evident that 
large quantities of the monazite rare earths will become available as tho­
rium becomes more important as a source of nuclear power. 
The rare earths are difficult to separate from each other in aqueous 
solutions because of their chemical similarities. The first separation 
methods of fractional crystallization and fractional precipitation were 
tedious, and it was very difficult to purify large quantities of the metals 
by these techniques. Shortly after World War II, ion exchange methods of 
separating the rare earths were developed and have since become the indus­
trial method for producing large quantities of the pure lanthanides. 
Solvent extraction has become an important technique for purification 
in multicomponent systems because it is easily adaptable to continuous 
operations and because mass transfer from one phase to the other is readily 
accomplished. An effective industrial method for carrying out a solvent 
extraction process involves a continuous countercurrent cascade of stages 
in which the aqueous feed enters"the extractor at some internal stage while 
the solvent enters the extractor at one end and an aqueous scrub enters at 
the other. 
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In a study of the separation of the solutes by solvent extraction it 
is desirable to !QIOW the amount of separation possible in a single stage. 
For multicouiponent systems in which the chemical equilibria cannot be deter­
mined in a rigorous manner it is necessary to have some type of emnirical 
correlation of data. For the ReCNO^ )^  - HMO^  - H^ O - TBP system, Sharp (1) 
developed an empirical method to calculate equilibrium conditions in a 
stage. By specifying the concentrations of solutes in one phase, the cor­
responding equilibrium concentrations of the contacting phase was calcu­
lated, This type of calculation, combined with material balances at steady-
stage, permits stage-by-stage calculations from one end of the cascade to 
the other if the composition of one leaving stream is specified. For the 
internally fed cascade, where only the feed stream is specified, Ssbenik (2) 
developed an iterative calculation method using Sharp's technique to obtain 
compatible equilibria and material balances for all streams in the cascade. 
By combining these calculations for the internally fed extractor '«dth mate­
rial and energy calculations for the other process units needed in a plant, 
it is possible to calculate the composition of streams, the size and cost 
of all process units, and the return on investment of a process to separate 
the rare earths by solvent extraction. 
The purpose of this research was to develop an efficient technicue for 
obtaining the plant conditions which give the maximum return on investment 
for the recovery of La(NO^ )^  from a cerium-free monazite rare earth feed. 
It was arbitrarily assumed that the LaCNO^ )^  product should be at least 
99»9p pure and the jdeld should be at least 99«0^ , Because of the very 
large number of calculations, the use of a high speed digital computer was 
required. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION CONCEPTS 
Solvent extraction involves the distribution of a solute or solutes 
between two immiscible liquids. Ijhen these two phases are mixed for a 
sufficient length of time they will be in equilibrium' so that there will 
be no change in concentration or composition of either phase as a function 
of time. The ratio of the amount of a solute in one phase to the amount 
in the contacting phase at equilibrium is called the distribution coeffi­
cient. PJI ideal stage is one in which the streams leaving a contacting 
device are in equilibrium %fith each other. In an actual stage the leaving 
streams may or may not be in equilibrium. 
The separation factor is a measure of the selectivity of the solvent 
and is defined as the ratio of the two distribution coefficients when both 
solutes are present in the system. Two components cannot be separated by 
this solvent if the separation factor is equal to unity. 
In the solvent extraction of the rare earths, equilibrium relation­
ships are obtained from experimentally determined distribution data that 
may be plotted as solute concentrations in the organic phase versus solute 
concentrations in the aqueous phase. The operating line, on the other hand, 
is a material balance at steady-state. For the nth stage shown in Figure 1 
a material balance at steady-state yields 
n^-1 +  ^
Because TBP is very sparingly soluble in water and the TBP used in an 
extractor is normally pre-equilibrated ifith water, the two phases are 
virtually immiscible. Under these conditions and may 
be assumed. Thus, after rearrangement, the equation of the operating line 
Figure 1. Nth theoretical stage 
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becomes 
Figure 2 shows the nomenclature used in this thesis. • In the figure 
there are N stages in the scrub section if the feed stage is included, and 
there are M stages in the extract section if the feed stage is again in­
cluded, This extractor then has a total of N + M - 1 stages with N - 1 
stages between the entering scrub and the feed stage and M - 1 stages 
between the entering solvent and the feed stage. 
The concentration of the rare earth and nitric acid solutes are ex­
pressed as molality (moles of N0^ ~ per kilogram of water or TBP), The con­
centrations are expressed on a molality basis so that the flow rate of a 
given phase (kg, of water or TBP/unit time) remains virtually constant 
throughout a given section of the cascade. Thus, the aqueous flow rate on 
the extract side is the sum of the feed and scrub side aqueous flow rates, 













The early studies of solvent extraction of the rare earths were 
primarily concerned with finding a suitable solvent to perform the extrac­
tion. In 1937, Fischer, et al., (3) in their pioneering work studied the 
distribution of rare earth chlorides between aqueous solutions and solvents 
of alcohol, ether and ketones. Four years later, Appleton and Selwood (4) 
reported the partition of rare earth thiocyanates in an aqueous normal-
butanol system. In 19^ 3, Terapleton and Peterson (5) studied the distribu­
tion of rare earth nitrates between an aqueous phase and normal hexanol. 
Warf (6) demonstrated the use of TBP as a solvent in 1949. Studies by 
Peppard, et al., (7) in 1953 using an aqueous nitrate solution further 
demonstrated the feasibility of TBP for solvent extraction of the rare 
earths. Also in 1953. Weaver, £t al., (8), performing both batch and 
countercurrent extractions with TBP, reported the production of better than 
a kilogram of 95^  pure gadolinium o>d.de from a mixture of rare earth oxides 
containing about 30^  gadolinium oxide. Bochinski (9), using undiluted TBP 
in an acid-free aqueous system, demonstrated the partial separation of the 
monazite rare earths. Following up the work of BochinsldL, Schoenherr (lO) 
found that when the araount of nitric acid present was significant it was 
essential to consider it as a solute also. It was therefore necessary to 
obtain distribution data for the ReCNO^ )^  - MO^  system and correlate these 
data for multicomponent acidified systems. 
The single-stage equilibrium data for several ReCNO^ )^  - HînO  ^systems 
were obtaj.ned by Schoenherr (10) .and Sharp (11). Schoenherr investigated 
the equilibrium of the system NdCNO^ )^  - HNO^  - H^ O - TBP, Sm(NO^ )^  - • 
H^ O - TBP, and - Sm(NO-). - HNO^  - H û - TBP. Sharp then studied 
J J 3 3 3 2 
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the equilibrium of the system La(I\IO^ )^  - - H^ O - TBP, Pr(NO^ )^  -
HNO^  - H^ O - TBP, and La(NO,)^  - Pr(NO ) - - HO - TBP. 
Using the single-sta.^ e equilibrium data for these systems, Sh%rp (1) 
developed a calculation method to give the stagewise conditions in a 
cascade of equilibrium stages when all species were present in the flow 
streams. By specifying the concentrations of solutes in one phase, the 
corresponding equilibrium concentrations of the contacting phase can be 
calculated. Sharp's calculation method was based on two assumptions : 
(1) the separation factors between two rare earth nitrates are a 
function of the total-nitrate molality of the organic phase and relatively 
independent of the phase composition, and 
(2) the separation factor data obtained for the two-solute system 
also hold for the five-component system. 
Alternate application of Sharp's equilibrium model and the appropriate 
operating line relationship allowed stage-by-stage calculations for a non-
internally fed cascade. The calculations were made through the cascade 
using the operating line to determine the composition of passing streams 
and the equilibrium model to determine the composition of the equilibrium 
phases. The direction such a calculation would follow is shovm in Figures 
3 and 4 beginning at the end of the cascade which has the concentration of 
its leaving stream specified. 
Sharp's method was extended to an internally fed cascade when Sebenik 
(2) applied the stage-by-stage calculation technique to obtain all stagewise 
compositions and concentrations, given only the number of stages, the loca­
tion of the feed stage, the feed composition, and the aqueous and organic 














































Figure 4. Cascade II 
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initially assumed the concentration of one of the two streams leaving the 
cascade and then by an overall material balance calculated the concentration 
of the other. Using these initial concentrations, stage-by-stage calcula­
tions wore made from each end of the cascade to the aoueous stream leaving 
tho food stago whore two indepondont vaines for the concentration of each 
component are obtained. This procedure is shown diagrammatically by the 
dashed lines on the cascade of Figure 5« The end stream concentrations 
were then adjusted until the two independently calculated concentrations 
for each component at the feed stage agreed to a desired tolerance. 
Optimization 
The problem of optimization arises when it is necessary to know the 
value at which each of several independent variables must be set to maxi­
mize a dependent or response variable. This maximum can be considered the 
highest point on a surface containing all values of the response variable 
generated from all combinations of the possible values of the independent 
variables. Many methods have been developed to explore response surfaces, 
and most are discussed in detail by Wilde (12). The more common ones are 
developed here. 
The most obvious way to reach the optimum is to explore the entire 
response surface by considering all points on the surface. However, this 
might entail a large number of trials especially if the surface were very 
large. Another more-direct method is the single-factor or one-at-a-time 
method (13). 
The single-factor approach involves changing one, and only one, of 
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Figure 5» Schematic diagram of the stage-by-stage calculations for an internally fed eight 
stage extractor 
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variables in the order upon which they are to varied, preferably in an 
order of decreasing response sensitivity. As a starting point, a value for 
each of the variables is chosen. In the first trial, all variables except 
the first are held constant to find the value of the first which maximizes - -
the response. Then in the second trial the first variable is held constant 
at its new value and the second variable isjchanged, holding the others con­
stant, until the response is again maximized. The process continues with 
the remaining variables until a new optimum has been estimated in turn for 
each of the independent variables. A second round of trials begins vâth 
the first variable at this new set of values. A third round may possibly 
be needed before the response becomes stationary. 
The method of steepest ascent as proposed in 1951 by Box and Wilson 
(14) explores the response surface by following the direction of greatest 
slope or the path of steepest ascent to the maximum point. This gradient 
direction is determined at any point on the surface from the partial deriv­
ative of the dependent variable with respect to each independent variable. 
It gives the relative amounts (ratio of slopes) by which the variables must 
be changed to give a maximum increase in the response at that point on the 
surface. Thus, one proceeds in this direction to a new point on the surface 
where the slope is redetermined and the process is repeated. In this step-
by-step procedure, points of higher and higher response are obtained until 
a stationary region is reached. 
A stationary region indicates that the maximum point on the surface 
may have been reached, in which case all surrounding points on the surface 
are below it. However, the surface may contain a ridge which means that 
there is no unique optimum point but rather a whole series of points 
13 
producing nearly equal responses. Another possibility is that a saddle-
point has been reached implying the existence of two distinct tnaziraum 
points. 
Box (15) discusses several methods developed to explore a surface in 
the area of a stationary region. They all involve statistical designs. 
Another way to at least indicate if this stationary region is the optimum 
point is to explore the surface from several widely separated starting 
points. If they all lead to the same point, a unique optirmim has been 
reached. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION PLANT 
In order to carry out the optimization technique it was necessary to 
consider the actual plant conditions that might be used in producing a 
product of commercial interest from a naturally occurring feed using sol­
vent extraction. A solvent extraction plant was therefore proposed for 
the separation of lanthanum from didymiuiti oxide (monazite rare earth vrith 
cerium removed) using TBP as the solvent. The rare earths as nitrates in 
an acidic aqueous phase would be preferentially extracted by the solvent 
as by-products, leaving the desired LaCNO^ )^  product, A typical analysis 
of didymium is shovm in Table 1, and a detailed flow diagram of the process 
is shovm in Figure 6, Sach of the process operations is discussed briefly 
to provide a basis for the engineering design of the plant. Appendix A 
contains the design calculations. 


















Although the plant is assumed to operate on a continuous basis, the 
first step of the process is a batch operation to convert the dinymium 
oxide to nitrate by using a stainless steel kettle-type reactor equipped 
for heating and cooling. The nitrate is prepared by heating a mixture of 
didymiua oxide, excess l^ M and water which react exothermally as the 
oxides dissolve. The reaction goes to completion as indicated by these 
equations : 
Re^cy + > 2Re(N0 
PrgO^  ^ + I8mi0  ^ 6Pr(N0^ )^  + 
The nitric acid concentration of the solution is adjusted to the desired 
level by boiling. The batch is then cooled and pumped to the feed storage 
tank where the continuous operations of the plant begin. 
The extraction phase of the process involves an internally fed counter-
current flow cascade of mixer-settlers. Here the aqueous solution from the 
feed tank is contacted T-rith TBP in a series of mixing and settling opera­
tions to extract the rare earths preferentially. Only La(>yO^ )^  plus small 
amounts of the other rare earths remain in the aqueous phase. This then 
becomes the raffinate product stream. The other rare earths and the nitric 
acid leave the extractor in the organic phase as the extract by-product 
stream. 
The aqueous raffinate stream of the extractor is pumped to an evapora-
tor-crystallizer which recovers all the water and nitric acid and crystal­
lizes the La(KO^ )^  product for packaging and distribution. 
The organic extract stream goes to another mixer-settler operation 
where the TBP is recovered by stripping it with an aqueous Z% H2S0^  solu­
tion, The sulfuric acid depresses the equilibrium curve for the ReCKO^ )^  -
16 
IBP - HpO systam forcing all the solute into the aqueous phase. The pure 
TBP is then recycled to its storage tank and the now aqueous extract is 
pumped to an evaporator for recovery of water and nitric acid. 
The water and nitric acid from the evaporator and the evaporator-
crystallizer is further processed in a distillation coluitin. Here a seven 
tray tower of high silicon iron gives l^ M HKO^  as a bottoms nroduct and 
water from the top. These two streams are cooled and recycled to the 
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Figure 6. Flow sheet for a solvent extraction plant to separate LaCKO-j)^  
from a didysiium oxide feed 
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CŒ'IPUÏSR PROGRAM 
The plant design calculations as now prograiimed on the IH-I 360 ssries 
digital cowp\iter give a product analysis and a cost analysis for the sol­
vent extraction process described previously if the following key operating 
conditions ara specified: 
(1) the total nitrate molality of the extractor food, 
(2) the nitric acid molality of the extractor feed, 
(3) the solvent flow rate, 
(4) the scrub flow rate, 
(5) the number of scrub stages, and 
(6) the nui-riber of extract stages. 
Other variables must also be specified for this calculation. The size 
of plant, for example, is set to process 2.5 tons per day of didymium oxide. 
Other assumptions are discussed in Appendix A. 
Tï-ro important variables related to the production rate are the feed 
flow rate .and the raffinate flow rate. The feed flow rate is calculated 
from the ratio of the moles of ReCNO^ )^  in the feed per hour to the differ­
ence of the total molality of the feed and the acid molality of the feed. 
The raffinate flow rate is the sura of the feed and the scrub flow rates. 
Initially, the computer program uses the iterative method developed by 
Sebenik (2) to calculate the rare earth concentrations of all streams of 
the extractor, including the extract gnd raffinate. The size of each of 
the remaining process units is determined from material and energy balances, 
and then the cost of each unit is estimated from the size bj'" employing a 
modification of the six-tenths method of plant scale-up (16, 1?), Sach of 
the remaining capital investment costs and the variable manufacturing costs 
19 
are estimatod by using a recotiunended fraction of the total installed equip-
raont costs. This is standard plant dosi^ n procodviro as discussod V)y Porry 
(16) and Potors (17). Tlio ratio of tho not profit to tho total capital 
invQstmont gives the rotui'n on investmont of the pl.ant. A dobailod dis­
cussion of theso design calculations is given in Appendix A. 
The single-stage equilibrium data for the Rs(NO )^  - - R_0 ~ TB? J  ^ J 
systems have been extrapolated to give a wider scope to the, method developed 
by Sharp (l) for stage-by-stage calculations in an extractor. Although 
Sharp verified that his method of predicting stagewise compositions gave 
accurate results in the range of existing data, it should be pointed out 
that no experimental work has been done to test the results in the extrap­
olated regions. 
The stagewise calculations are made \d.th La, Pr, Nd, and Sm because 
the equilibriuiu data are limited to these systems; but the plant is de­
signed, as would be a real plant, to process a naturally occurring feed 
containing oxides of La, Pr, Nd, Sm, vdth sroall ai-nounts of Ce, C-d, Y, and 
impurities. A simulated column experiment using such a naturally occurring 
feed was carried out to establish the level of error involved by making this 
assumption. The results, which are shown in Appendix B, indicated that the 
specifications of purity and recovery could not be met under the conditions 
selected by the computer calculations. This may have been due to the fact 
that the cerium content was significantly higher than anticipated, the ex­
trapolation of the eqtiilibrium data introduced significant errors, or the 




in this problem the composition of streams, the size and cost of all 
process imits, and the return on investment of a solvent extraction plant 
to process 2.5 tons per day of didymj.iiin oxide is to be calculated assuming 
the following operating conditions; 
(1) total molality of feed: 19.00 racial 
(2) nitric acid molality of feed: 13.55 ^ liolal 
(3) solvent flow rate: 1500 kg. TBP/hr. 
(4) scrub flow rate; 1^ 5 kg. H^ O/hr. 
(5) number of scrub stages: 10 stages 
(6) number of extract stages; 10 stages 
The computer print out of the solution is shovm in Figure 7. 
19.43 
INTERNALL/ rEC C^SCAUc tvlTH FEED STAGE MATCH OF ALL COMPONENTS 
NUKJE,< OF ITfcRATIONS= 2 
S= ISCu.OU Kl= 422.634 
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Figure 7. Computer print-out of the solution for the sample proble>n 
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G *  MAL )  i iL» .  CALCULAI  1  L \  S /Kl»  3 .5492  M= 10  
bUl . ewiS t  MOLALITIES STAGEWISF COMPnSITinNS 
l ' : l -L  r lN03  •  LA PR NO .  SH AE ACFR LAFR PPFR NOFR 6MFR RFP»  LA/»E PO/op  Kjo /»F  S^ /PE  
S  j ,  U 0 .  0  0 .  0  0 .  0  0 .  0  
1  1 .  u .  CuJu  1 .  777b C .  COlb  0 .  ,0002 U.  0000 1 .  7793 0 .  000 0 .999 0 .  001 0 ,  .000  0 .  000 1 .  000 0 .  ,999  0 ,  001 0 .  000 0 .  000 
s  ,V, î iV 1 .  u601  0 .  0014 0 .  ,0002 0 .  0000 1 .  0519 0 .  000 0 .998 0 .  001 0 ,  ,000  0 .  000 1 .  000 0 .   998  0 .  001 0 .  000 0 .  000 
A . b iw7  C.  coco  • j .  ,5052 c .  0065 û .  0009 0 .  0000 5 .  5127 0 .  000 0 .999 0 .  001 0 .  ,000  0 .  000 1 .  000 0 ,  ,999  0 .  001 0 .  ,000  0 .  ,nOO 
S  Z .  H 1  ^  o  0  .  ù 0  J  J  2 .  ,4067 0 ,  .0052 0 .  ,0009 0 .  ,0000 2 .  4128 0 .  000 0 .997 0 .  002 0 .  000  0 .  ooo  1 .  000 0 ,  .997  0 .  002 0 .  .000  0 .  .000  
•» l u .  , J4c  7  C .  CuCu lu .  3  19  2  c .  02U0 c .  ,00:16  0 .  0000 10 .  3427 0 .  000 0 .998 0 .  0CJ2  0 ,  .000  0 .  000 1 .  000 0 .  . 998  0 .  00?  0« 000  0 .  ,000  
s j  1 w /ou  t - i  . UOÙO J ,  , 0546  0 .  U124 0 .  .00  30  0 .  ,0000 3 .  0700 0 .  000 0 .995 0 .  004  0 ,  .001  0 .  000 l .  ooo  0 .  . 995  0 .  004  n ,  . 001  n .  . 000  
K 1  C .  O 71> 4 c .  iOOJO ICI ,o ld ' ï  0 ,  .0455 0 ,  .0107 0 ,  ,0000 12 .  6751 0 .  000 0 .996 0 .  004  0  .001  0 .  000 1 .  ,000  0 ,  . 996  0 .  004  0 .  ,001  0 .  , noo  
S ,4.f kti c .  , ( .001  3 .  ,1360 c ,  , 0249  0 ,  ,0CHC c. ,0000 3 .  2215 c. 000 0 .990 0 .  ,008 0  .002  0 .  000 1 .  ,000  0  . 990  0 ,  .008  0 .  , 01?  0 .  , 000  
K u ,  .LOUJ U.  ,0944  U«0900  0 ,  ,0286 0 ,  .oooiTî ,  2130 0 .  000 0 .991 0 .  007  0  .002  0 .  000 1 ,  ,000  0 ,  , 991  0 .  ,007  0 ,  . 00?  0 .  , 000  
S  5  .5 .  3  31 '  U.  Luut .  3 .  ,  4  y45  u ,  ,U477  0 ,  .0207 0 ,  ,0001 3 .  2530 0 .  000 0 .979 0 .  ,015 0  .006  0 .  ooo  I .  000 0 ,  . 979  0 .  015 0 .  ,006  0 .  . 000  
1  j ,  U .  .Oo<: i  13 ,  >OâOO Q.1709 0 .0737 0*0003 13 .  3248  0 .  000 0 .981 0 .  013 0 ,  .006  0 .  000 l .  ,000  0 ,  .982  0 .  ,013  n ,  ,006  0 ,  . 000  
S o  j ,  U,  ,Ou«, j  J ,  ,1259 0 ,  , 0894  0 ,  ,0527 0 ,  ,0005 3 .  2685 0 .001 0 .955 0 .  027 0  .016  0 .  000 n .  , 999  0  .956  0 .  027  0 .  .016  0 ,  ,000  
K 7  a L.  .C1!>É U .  .6714 C.  ,3169 C.  ,1874 0 .  ,0017 13 .  3798 0 .  ,001  0 .961 0 .  ,024  0  . 014  0 .  000 0 .  .999  0  .962  0 .  ,024  0 .  ,014  0 ,  , 000  
S / i, . tS7o L,  •  U i io  2 ,  . ' »716 C.  1622 0 .  .1306 0 .  ,0023 3 .  2  666 0 ,  ,009  0 .901 0 .  049  0  .  04 0  0 .  001 0 .991 0  ,910  0 ,  .050  0 .  , 040  0 ,  , 001  
K 1  j ,  , 411^2  Cl  .11U2 12 .   j24C 0 .  .5773 0 ,  ,4636 0 ,  .0082 13 .  3730 0 ,  ,008  0 .914 0 .  ,043  0  .034  0 ,  ,001  0 ,  ,992  0  .922  0 .  ,041  0 ,  ,035  0 .  . 001  
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Figure 7. (Continued) 
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NC. OF MIXER-SETTLERS 24 
YIELDS LA IN PAFF 99.54 PER CENT 
HMDS EXTRACTFOlOO.00 PER CENT 
OTHERS EXTRACTED 99.90 PER CENT 
LA RAFF COMPOSITION 99.90 PER CENT 
MANUFACTURING COST ESTIMATES - PER POUND LA NITRATE PRODUCED 
COST ITEM 
RAW MATERIALS 
UNITS/DAY COST/UNIT COST/DAY COST/LB. 








HN03 5488.70 LBS. 0.03900 214. 06 0.037 
TBP 77.59 LBS. 0.50000 38. 80 0.007 
H20(PR0CESSI 500.83 GAL 0.00015 0. 01 0.000 
H2S04 0.29 TONS 2 5.00000 7. 34 0.001 
PERSONNEL 104.00 HAN-HRS 4.00000 416. 00 0.073 
MAINTENANCE £ REPAIRS t5Ï OF BUILDING COSTS) 6, 92 0.001 
UTILITIES WATER 120348.25 GALS 0.00003 3. 63 0.001 
STEAM 88848.94 LBS. 0.00150 133. 27 0.023 
FIXED COSTS 
INSURANCE (1% OF FIXED CAPITAL INVESTMENT) 11. 35 0.002 
PROPERTY TAX (2% OF FIXED CAOITAL INVESTMENT)22. 70 0.004 
DEPRECIATION {STRAIGHT LINE METHOD) 113. 50 0.020 
PLANT OVERHEAD COST (50% OF DIRECT LABOR) 212. 66 0.037 
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES (15% OF DIRECT LABOR 1 
DISTRIBUTION AND SALES!2% OF MANFACT. COSTS) 










SELLING PRICE = 9.GO/LB 
NET SALES 17208496.00 
r FT PROFIT AFTER TAXES 8036814.00 




An iterative procedure was developed to maximize the return on invest­
ment for the solvent extraction plant which produces a 99»9p La(KO^ )^  prod­
uct at a 99.0;'ft yield by making systematic adjustments' of the six operating 
variables. These adjustments allow movement in a direction of increasing 
return ,on investment for the plant but always maintain the purity and yield 
at or near their specifications. 
The method begins at a set of conditions which meet the specifications 
of La(l''jO^ )^  purity and yield. The total molality and acid molality are 
then simultaneously increased, not equally, but in increments proportional 
to their original values. For example, if the total molality and acid mo­
lality were 12,0 and 10.0 respectively, one 10$ increment gives values of 
13.2 and 11.0. Another 10,1 increment increases the value of these variables 
to 14.4 and 12.0 respectively. 
If possible, these simultaneous increments are carried out to some 
pre-determined maximum total molality. A match of all component concentra­
tions at an internal stream of the extractor is not possible under all sets 
of operating conditions, and so this maximum may not be reached during' this 
initial adjustment. The maximum total molality is set at or near the phys­
ical limitation of the system. Such limitations are due to the solubility 
of the system or incompleteness of the equilibrium data. 
At this new set of conditions a slope for each variable is calculated 
by making one per cent incremental adjustments of each operating condition, 
holding the others constant. Thus the rate of :'-..c.nge of the return on 
investment with respect to each variable is obtained at this point, and 
it is used to establish an order for each variable to be adjusted on a 
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one-at-a-ti;n0 basis according to the following rules; 
(1) the highest priority goes to the variables having the largest posi­
tive slopes and also satisfying both specifications, 
(2) a lower priority goes to the variables with positive slopes but which 
violate one or both specifications, 
(3) priority within each of these groups is given to the largest slooes, 
(4) and variables having negative slopes are not considered. 
The first variable to be changed is adjusted in the direction indicated 
by its slope until the return on investment no longer increases or until 
the specifications are violated. In such adjustments it is permissible to 
seek values of a variable which violate the specifications of purity and 
yield if the return on investment is increasing, but later adjustments must 
regain the loss. If the specifications cannot be satisfied later at points 
of higher return on investment, then it is necessary to return to the last 
point before departure from the specifications. 
A point of higher return on investment has been reached when adjust­
ments of the first variable are completed, and from this point the second 
variable in line is changed in the direction indicated by itsslooe. The 
next variables are similarly changed in order until all active variables 
have been examined. Then, if the riiajciraum total molality has not been 
reached, further simultaneous adjustments of the total molality and the 
acid molality are made; othen-rise slopes are calculated again and the pre-
\âous steps are repeated from that point. The optimum has been reached 
when a positive slope which satisfies the specifications of purity and yield 
cannot be obtained from any of the variables, including the total molality. 
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The optimization procedure has been applied to the solvent extraction 
•plant for five different sets of operating conditions. Each sst of starting 
conditions calculates a plant which meets the specifications of a 99.9$ 
LaCKO^ )^  product i-rith a 99.0# yield. A summary of thèse calculations is 
shox-m in Figure 8 and Table 2. 
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Figure 8. Convergence to the optiTiroia point for five starting points 
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Table 2. The operating conditions of the 2.5 tons didymum oxido per day 
plant at the iteration points during the convergence to the 
optiiiituu point for five starting conditions 
Pts. (Mt)? S Ro ÏÏ M #ROI Corr.p. Yield 
1 17.00 12.12 1500.0 145.0 10 12 1620 99.94 99.75 
11 19.00 13.55 1500.0 145.0 10 12 1653 99.97 99.53 
12 19.00 13.55 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1699 99.90 99.54 
2 16.00 12.00 1700.0 145.0 10 10 1540 99.96 99.04 
21 19.00 14.24 1700.0 145.0 10 10 1567 99.95 96.67 
22 19.00 14.38 1600.0 145.0 10 10 1617 99.83 99.85 
23 19.00 14.00 1550.0 145.0 10 10 1660 99.36 99.91 
24 19.00 13.80 1525.0 145.0 10 10 1680 99.82 99.90 
25 19.00 13.65 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1696 99.82 99.87 
26 19.00 13.55 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1699 99.90 99.54 
3 19.00 15.00 1800.0 150.0 10 10 1513 99.91 98.99 
31 19.00 14.70 1675.0 150.0 10 10 1571 99.88 99.63 
32 19.00 14.20 1550.0 145.0 10 10 1642 99.85 99.38 
33 19.00 13.30 1525.0 145.0 10 10 1660 99.82 99.90 
34 19.00 13.65 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1696 99.82 99.87 
35 19.00 13.55 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1699 99.90 99.54 
U 14.00 10.00 1525.0 145.0 10 14 1509 99.92 99.82 
41 17.50 12.50 1525.0 145.0 10 14 1571 99.99 99.15 
42 17.50 12.50 1525.0 145.0 10 10 1658 99.90 99.08 
43 19.00 13.60 1525.0 145.0 10 10 1681 99.93 98.94 
4/4 19.00 13.60 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1698 99.87 19.75 
45 19.00 13.55 1500.0 145.0 10 10 1699 99.90 99.54 
5 11.00 S.OO 1600.0 130.0 16 15 1354 99.91 99.78 
51 14.30' 10.40 1600.0 130.0 16 15 1398 99.99 97.01 
52 14.30 10.40 1550.0 135.0 12 12 1526 99.86 99.90 
53 19.00 13.82 1550.0 135.0 12 12 1606 99.99 99.10 
54- 19.00 13.82 1500.0 135.0 12 10 1673 99.87 99.96 
55 19.00 13.60 1500.0 145.0 12 10 1688 99.86 99.95 
56 19.00 13.55 I5ÔO.O 145.0 10 10 1699 99.90 99.54 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A series of assumptions were necessary in order to make the return on 
investment calculations. It is quite possible that one or more of these 
are grossly in error, and the calculated return on Investment is quite hi^ h. 
For example, it seems likely that the assu^ ied selling price of $9.00 for 
the LaCKO^ )^  product would not be appropriate if a plant of this size would 
be built. However, the actual values of the return on investment are of 
little importance in the development of the optimization technique. 
Although it has not been tested, it seems the optimization procedure 
would be applicable for any plant size (tons of didymium oxide per day) 
because a change of the size of the plant merely alters the economic fac­
tors. This would change the optimum operating conditions but should not 
interfere i-Tith the iteration mechanism of the procedure. The optimization 
procedure is independent of the method for calculating the size and cost of 
the processing units of the plant. The method is used only to calculate a 
dependent variable (return on investment) given six operating variables. 
Considering the complexity of a system --jith six independent variables, 
the optimization procedure that has been developed converged efficiently 
to the optimum return on investment of the rare earth solvent extraction 
plant. The simultaneous adjustment of the total molality and the acid 
molality, the most sensitive of the six variables, was a very important 
step in the procedure, and simultaneous adjustment of other pairs or even 
three variables might improve the rate of convergence. However, this pro­
cedure was found to converge to the optimu^ g. conditions more rapidly than 
the one-factor method, and it was much easier to apply and required fewer 
calculations than the steepest ascent method of optimization. 
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APriSNDn A: PLANT DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
Process Assœrptions 
For design purposes it was assumed that all CeO^ .is removed from the 
didymium oxide (Table 1) before processing and that C-dpO^ , the other rare 
^ J 
earth oxides, and all impurities are extracted by the solvent. Also it 
i-ias assumed that all the water and nitric acid are recovered by the evap­
orator and the crystallizor. It was assumed that five mixer-settler stages 
were sufficient to strip the organic extract stream of its solute. The 
selling price of La(NQ^ )^  was taken as $9.00 per pound, the cost quoted by 
American Potash and Chemical Company for 99.99$ La(KO^ )^  in ton lots. The 
value of the total extract stream product was assuraed to be equal to that 
of the original rare earth feed. Hence a zero cost was assigned to the rare 
earth raw materials. 
The reactor was designed large enough to prepare eight hours of con­
tinuous feed for the extractor in one batch, assuming that three batches 
could be made during an eight hour shift each day of the week. The feed 
storage tank was sized large enough to store 24 hours of feed so that the 
plant could be kept operating on only one reactor shift per day. The TBP 
storage tank and the extract and raffinate holding tanks were designed 
large enough for two hours of holdup to eliminate fluctuations in flow. 
The nitric acid and the process water storage tanks were ma.de large enough 
to store 24 hours of holdup in each tank to allow for accumulations during 
the l6 hours per day shut-down of the reactor. 
Other process assumptions are: 
(l) steam is saturated at lOOpsia 
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(2) cooling water is at 80° F 
(3) the specific heat of all aqnoous raro earth solutions is 0.9 Btu/vr°F 
('}) stage efficiency in the extractor is 100$ 
(5) the operating tenperature of the extractor is 25°' G 
(6) the sulfuric acid concentration in stripper is Zf> by weight 
(?) the acid losses are ll of total acid fed to reactor 
(8) the solvent losses are O.lp of TBP flow rate per hour 
(9) in general the material of construction is stainless steel 
(10) all costs are for an EKE of 1000 
Equipment Cost Calculations 
The installed cost of each piece of equipment in the plant, except 
the extractor, was calculated using a modification of the six-tenths method 
of process equipment scale-up. Instead of the usual 0.6 slope for the log­
arithmic model relating equipment size and installed costs, a more accurate 
scale-up factor was calculated for each process unit from accumulated cost 
data (16, 17, 18, 19, 20). These factors are shot-rn in Table 3. 
Table 3» Scale-up factors and base estimates for cost and size of each 
process unit for the model y/y^ = (x/x_ 
Scale-up 
Equipment Cost (y^ ) Size(x^ ) factor(n) 
Storage tank $ 7,400. 2000 gal. 0.57 
Heat exchanger $ 2,150. 50 ft^  0.62 
Reactor $17,250. 2500 gal. 0.46 
Evaporator $ 9,300. 100 ft^ 0.59 
Crystallizer^ - $20,000. 10 ton/day 0.57 
Distillation tower $ 860./tray 20" dia. 0.69 
'-add 10^  if XL < 10 ton/d, 
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Mixar-settlar Cost Calculations 
The most important factor in the design and scale-up of mixer-settlers 
is the settler area because it is highly dependent on the coalescence prop­
erties of the aqueous and organic phases. The static-test (21) is used to 
estimate quantitatively this coalescence property for a %iven system. In 
this method the mixture of aqueous and organic phases is first agitated 
intensely and is then allowed to settle quietly in a graduated cylinder. 
The distance of the top and bottom edges of the dispersion band are measured 
as they coalesce to one interface line and these are plotted as functions 
of time. This plot is used to calculate what volume of the mixture can be 
permitted to flow into a quiet tank for each square foot of tank area. 
Figure 9 and Table 4 show the results of static tests for the Re(NO^ )^  -
- HO - TBP system. 
Table 4. Results of the static test for the Re(NO ) - HNO -HO- TBP 
system 3 3 3 2 
Run Slope(gpm/ft^  area) 
No acid 
equal vol 1.65 
3/5 org. vol 4.02 
Strong acid 
equal vol 10.52 
3/5 org. vol 10.52 
The settling area is calculated by dividing the total flow rate (or­
ganic and aqueous) into the extractor by the slope from the static test. 
Since the three sections of the cascade (stripping, scrub, and extract) 
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Figure 9. Results of the static tests for the RefKC^ ) - HMO - ÏBP system 
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Cost data for mixer-settlers using the settler area scale-up factor 
wore obtained from Denver Equipment Company and Dow Chemical Comoany (Pitts­
burg, California). Those are summarized in Table 5 'tnd Tabl.o 6. 
Table 5- Total costs for the Donvor ICquinment Co. Lab I'C/Ctrachor: sethler 
area is 1.15 ft" 
Number of Stages Plexiglas Bisphenol Hetrqn 
1 $ 575. $ 635. $ 690. 
2 925. 1020. 1110. 
3 1225. 1350. 1470. 
1575. 1735. 1890. 5 1375. 2065. 2250. 
6 2175. 2393. 2610. 
7 2475. 2725. 2970. 
8 2775. 3055. 3330. 
Table 6. Denver Equipment Co. Quotations : for a^ mixer-settler for Dow 
Chemici 2,1 Co, ; settler area is 4.0 ft^  
Number of Stages Polyester Nickel Rubber -lined steel 
1 $1800. 51900. $1300. 
The available mixer-settler cost data are used to equate the total cost 
of an extractor to the number of Its stages and to the settler area of one 
stage. This is accomplished by forming two linear models. The first re­
lates the cost of one stage directly to the settler area using the average 
costs for one stage from Tables 5 and 6, This model is 
y g = (4.0)(&) 4- 130. 
The second model equates the total cost of the extractor to the number 
of its mixer-settlers. In Table 5 the average cost of each mixer-settler 
1 
in a cascade is about 60 per cent of thé cost if only one mixer-settler 
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was present. Thus tha model becoiries 
= (0.60) (Yg) (N) 
whore (O.6O)  (y^ ) is the average cost of each mixer-settler in the cascade 
of K niixer-settlers. 
The total capital investment and the total raanufacturinç costs are 
summarized in Tables 7 and 8. 
Table Capital cost estimates for solvent extraction plant 
Item Cost ('•;>) 




Valves(incl, control v.alves) 
Ins trumentati on 
Insulation 
Electrical installations 









7z per cent of A 
35 per cent of A 
8? per cent of A 
20 per cent of A 
1 per cent of E 
TOTAL PHYSICAL COSTS (B) 
Engineering and construction costs 15 per cent of 3 
DIR3CT PIANT COSTS (C) 
Contractors fee 
Contingency 
7 per cent of C 
10 TDer cent of C 
FIXED CAPITAL IKVESTXENT (D) 
Working capital 20 ner cent of E 
TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT (E) 
A|.0 
Table 8. Manufacturing cost estimates for a solvent extraction plant based 

























Steajn (including fuel, boiler-
xeater treatment, operat­












1 per cent of cap. investment 
2 per cent of cap, investment 
straight line method 
50 per cent of direct labor costs 
15 per cent of direct labor costs 
10 per cent of tot. aanufact. cos 
TOTAL l-IAimPACTUBiaG COST 
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APPaWDIX B: SIXOIATED COLUMN EXP3RI%BKT 
The purpose of this sxperiinental work was to use the simulated column 
technique to obtain experimental sta^ ewise data for an extractor with a 
naturally occurring rare earth feed for comparison with predicted values 
from, a .synthetic feed. This method of approximating a continuous counter-
current cascade I'dth batchvri.se operations has been discussed extensively by 
ScheibGl (22, 2], 24, 2$). 
This simulated column experiment used a train of glass mixer-settler 
tubes as developed and described by Post and Craig (26). The 20-tube ex­
tractor used for this work is sho;m. in Figure 10. To improve the efficien­
cy of phase separation an adjustable volume tube was constructed to replace 
the fixed volume heavy phase chamber on each tube of the extractor. The 
new chamber, which was drilled and machined from a Kel~? plastic rod, w%s 
a tube vdth the inner wall threaded to match a Teflon plug which acts as a 
false bottom to be adjusted viith a screw driver. Thus the volume of the 
heavy phase chamber could be adjusted from 10 to 25 ml. However, a 3 
aqueous phase was required in the scrub section, and this was obtained by 
inserting a non-threaded Teflon plug to make up the unwanted volume. 
The rare earth used in this work was didymium nitrate obtained from 
American Potash and Chemical Corporation (Code 450). A tjrpical analysis is 
shown in Table 1. 
The TEP used was Fisher Scientific Company's purified grade tri-n-butyl 
phosphate. All TBP used was washed 3 to 4 times with distilled water, and 
stored in contact Tnth water to insure saturation. 
The nitric acid was reagent grade. 
The rare earth feed solution was prepared by dissolving approximate 
Figure 10, 20 tube Post Extractor with frame for rocking used for simulated column experiment 
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amounts of didymiura nitrate and nitric acid in water and then adjusting 
to the desired concentration after analysis. 
All analytical methods used for tliis xxork were standard techniques. 
To determine the total rare earth content of aqueous samples, the EDTA 
titration method of Fritz, et aj.., (2?) was used with hexamethylenetetra-
mine as a buffer and xylenol orange as the indicator. The method of Adams 
and Campbell (28) was used to determine the acidity of the aqueous nhase. 
The rare earth composition of the sta^ ewisa samples was determined by a 
flame photometric method developed by the analytical chemistry group headed 
by Br. V. A. Fassel of the Ames Laboratory of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
The Post Extractor was easily adaptsd to the operations of a simulated 
column experiment. Each cycle began mth the addition of a volume of rare 
earth feed or volumes of both solvent and scrub solutions to the proper 
tube or tubes. The buret was used to obtain accurate and efficient feed­
ings. The extractor was rocked for two minutes and the phases were allowed 
to disperse in the mixing chamber before tho extractor w:.ts tipped to the 
90° position. This minimized the time the phases were vulnerable to leaks 
through the adjustable volume tubes. After the extractor was tipped, the 
interface of each tube was adjusted to the lower lio of the connecting tube, 
and then the extractor was tipped forward to allow the phases to be trans­
ferred. Extract samples were collected from the mixing chamber with a syr­
inge, and raffinate samples were collected by replacing the rigid glass 
tube connecting the heavy phase chamber to the mixing chamber with a flexi­
ble Tygon tube which was easily moved to catch the sample. 
Stage-by-stage calculations using the method of Sharp (1) and Sebenik 
(2) - PrCNOj)^  - - SmCKO^ )^  - HKO - H^ O - TBP 
systein, were raade on the I&I 360 computer for -a 35-staa;e extractor with the 
feed entering 20 stages from the raffinate end. A 3.0 molal (nitrate basis) 
Re(KO^ )^  and an 3,0 molal nitric acid feed with flow ratios of S/fl^  = 2.$2 
and Rq/S = 0.031 vrsre assumod. The Re(NO^ )q feed was assumed to be La, Pr, 
Nd, and 3m in the proportions of monazite ore. The calculations predicted 
a raffinate product of 99.9# La(NO^ ), with a 99.0# yield. 
The simulated column experiment was run as a 39-staga extractor with 
the feed entering 24 stances from the raffinate end, A 3.0 molal (nitrate 
basis) didymium nitrate feed containing La, Ce, Pr, Kd, St, Gd, Y, plus 
some impurities and an 3.0 molal nitric acid feed were used vri.th the flow 
ratios of the computer calculations. The volumes of feed, solvent and 
scrub solution were 11.925 ml., 37.8 si., and 3.075 ml., respectively on a 
solute-free basis. The actual volume of feed per cycle on a solute con­
taining basis was 16.2 ml. The first 14 feed cycles of the experiment were 
overfed with three times the normal rare earth and nitric acid concentra­
tions in hope of shortening the time required to reach steady-stage. 
The progress of the simulated colurmi experiment is shown in Fip;ure 11 
where the approach to steady-state is measured by the total rare earth 
nitrate concentration of the raffinate and extract streams. Table 9 shows 
the total rare earth and nitric acid material balances a.fter 260 cycles, and 
Table 10 shows the material balances for the individual rare earths after 
260 cycles, k comparison of the observed and theoretical stagewise composi­
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Figure 11. Approach to steady state for the simulated column experiment 
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Figure 13. Observed and predicted stagewlso compositions of Pr(NCy)^  in aqueous phas 
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Table 9. Material balance summary at cycle 260 for total rare earth 
nitrate and nitric acid 
Stream HNO^ (moles) Re(KG^ )o (moles) 
Feed 0.0966 0.0122 
Raffinate 0.0000 0.0078 
Extract 0.0921 0.0026 
Total raff, and extract 0.0921 0.0104 
Per cent steady-state 95.2% y6.o& 
Table 10. Material balance 
oxides 
summary at cycle 260 for individual rari earth 
Rare earth Raff. (gm.) Ext. (gm.) Total 
Per cent 
Feed (gm.) steady-state 
La 0-3 1.060 
2 3 
0.016 1.076 0.855 126 
CeO, 0.130 0.000 0.130 0.092 
0.101 0.029 0.130 0.204 64 







0.092 0.102 0.114 88 
It is difficult to draw conclusions from this work. The total rare 
earth concentration data of Figure 11 and Table 9 indicate that the simu­
lated coluTTin experiment reached steady state. The individual rare earth 
data of Table 10, however, indicate after 260 cycles steady-state was not 
yet obtained. Nevertheless, several observations can be made concerning 
the ReCNO^ )^  - HNO^  - H^ O - TEP system and the use of the Post Extractor 
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for simulated column experiments. 
One of the most interesting aspects of this experiment was the color 
differences obtained in the tubes of the extractor during the run. It was 
very apparent that a separation of the rare earths was taking place. The 
end tubes on the raffinate side of the extractor displayed the white or 
clear color of a high LaCKO^ )^  concentration, but, moving toward the feed 
stage, the clear color became faintly green, from an increasing Pr(NO^ )^  
concentration, and then a stronger green. As the feed stage was ap'-oroached 
the green color changed to shades of brown or dark red which was indicative 
of the mixed composition. Pale blue was the characteristic color at the 
feed stage and on the scrub side of the extractor. The extract side of the 
extractor in general appeared very active with distinct color changes from 
tube-to-tube, but the scrub side appeared to have the same blue shade in 
every tube. 
Color changes in the extractor gave a good visual indication of the 
degree of separation taking place, and dui-ing the runs it was noted that 
these color changes seemed to be highly dependent on nitric acid concentra­
tion, In one run the feed was greatly overloaded with rare earth and nitric 
acid. This causod all clear, green, and brown colors in the tubes to be 
washed from the raffinate side of the oxtractor and leaving every tube with 
the same pale blue color that was normally observed only on the scrub side. 
It seemed that most of the La(NO^ )^  and Pr(KO^ )^  had been washed from the 
system. This phenomena was attributed to a depression of the equilibrium 
curve by the high acid concentration causing distribution of solute into the 
aqueous phase. Since LaCKO^ )^  and PrCNO^ )-^  are the least extractable, they 
comprised the greater part of the total composition of this aqueous phase 
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and were gradually washed from the extractor. 
The Post Extractor has an important advantage over separatory funnels 
for simulated column experiments because it can complete one cycle of op­
eration for its 20 tubes simultaneously. The phases in all tubes are equi­
librated, settled, and transferred at the same time. 
Several problems are inherent with the extractor, however. First it 
is necessary to be able to adjust the level of the interface to get the 
best possible transfer of the phases. The excellent phase separations ob­
tained by separatory funnels are difficult to obtain with the Post Extrac­
tor, but the adjustable volume tube developed for this experiment did 
achieve efficient phase transfer. 
Leakage is also a problem of the extractor, not only at the glass-to-
glass fittings, but also at the threads and glass-to-plastic fittings of 
the adjustable volume tubes. The threads need to fit tightly and evenly 
but at the same time must allow the plug to turn freely. There is always 
the danger of breaking a tube by applying too much pressure to turn a plug, 
although it did not happen during this experiment. 
Holdup on the walls of the tubes remained constant throughout the 
experiment and was not a problem. However, in..the scrub side stages, where 
any losses were very significant because of the small volume of the aoueous 
phase, some aqueous and organic phase became trapped between the walls of 
the tubes and the non-threaded Teflon plug. 
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APPENDIX: C: DIGITAL COMPUTER PRCGRFFL 
The calculations as discussed in the body of this thesis are pro­
grammed in the full Fortran language for the IBi 360 series digital com­
puter. The Fortran statements for the stage-by-stage•calculations part of 
the program were taken from Sebenik (2) and adapted to the IBM 360 comput­
er, The design calculations were added as a subroutine. The principal 
variable namss for the design subroutine are shown in Figure 14 and the 
Fortran statements for the entire program are shown in Figure 15. 
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REF - tons per day of rare earth oxide 
REFNT - tons per day of rare earth nitrate 
XACF - molality of HNCy in mixer-settler feed 
H - gallons per day of H^ O scrub 
SL - gallons per day of TBP solvent 
S - gallons per day of H^ O strip 
Fû - gallons per day of H^ O feed 
cos%o_. - total cost of installed equipment, $ 
CFIX - fixed capital investment costs, $ 
AUX - cost of auxiliary facilities, $ 
WRKCAP - working capital 
TÛTFCI - total fixed capital investment 
VOLR, 1 :OSTR 
-
volume (gal.) and installed cost of batch reactor 
VOLFS, COSFS - volume (gal.) and installed cost of feed storage tank 
VTBP, 1 CTBP - volume (gal.) and installed cost of TBP storage tank 
VOLES, COSES - volume (gal.) and installed cost of extract storage tank 
VOLRS, COSRS 
-
volume (gal.) and installed cost of raffinate storage tank 
VOLAS, COSAS - volume (gal.) and installed cost of KÎIO^  storage tank 
VMS, CMS _ individual cross-section area (ft^ ) and total installed 
cost of mixer-settlers 
ASV, COSEV - heating surface area (ft^ ) and installed cost of the 
evaporator 
RECRY, C03CR - tons per day processed and the installed cost of the 
crystalHzer 
VOLWS, COSWS - voliime (gal.) and installed cost of water storage tank 
DIA., COSTD - diameter (in.) and installed cost of distillation tower 
Rlgure 14, Principal vafiable names design subroutine 
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i\R, COSDR - heating surface area (ft^ ) and installed cost of the 
reboiler 
AC, COSTC - heating surface area (ft^ ) and installed cost of the 
condenser 
AEXl, AEX2, 
CEXl, CEX2 - heating surface area (ft ) and installed cost of thé two 
heat exchangers 
CRSO - cost of rare earth oxide per pound of rare earth nitrate 
processed 
TPCN - total manufacturing cost estimate per pound of rare earth 
nitrate processed 
RETUR • - percent return on investment 
\ 
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• S.RO.N|M,n,XNUM iNTHLiNI 
MAIN PK(j«iRAH-INPUT5 EOUILiyRI'JH OATA AND INITIATES CALCULATIONS 
LLM4UN XKTLA(^ 1 ,10) ,XKTPk(2U10) .XKTN0(2l ,10) .XKTSMIZI ,10) , 1X»<.ALA(21,I0),XKAPH(21.10),XKAND{2U10),XKASM(21,10) LuMHUN YKTLAI21,10),YKTPR<21,10),VKTNOt21,10),VKTSH(21,10), lY\ALA(21,10),YKAPN(21,lO),YKANOI21,lO),YKASM(21,10) UoUOLl PHbClSIUN FX(7),SC(7 1,AlSC,PX,RO,Hl,SCVR«RnVS OU 3 1=1,21 
Ktlai) ( 1,500) (XKTLAII ,J) ,J«1 UJ 10 I*U2I KtAQ (l,t>00)<XKTPK{l«J),J-l 
no 15 1-1,21 KIAO ll,500)(XKTN0(I,J),J«1 
DÙ 20 1-1,21 KtAI) ( 1, SUu)(XKTSH{ I ,J} ,J>1 Uu 25 1=1,21 
KLAD 11 ,500){XKALAIItJ),J«l 
Uu 30 1-1,21 kLAQ tl ,500)(XKAPPIi,J), J«1 Ou 35 1=1,21 
KtAU (1,5U0)IXKANUII,J),j3l 
uu 40 1=1,21 KcAD ( 1, 500)(XKASM(I,J),J=1 UU 45 1=1,21 
KLAD (1,500)(YKTLA(I,J),J>1 UU 50 1=1,21 
HiliiO (1 ,500)< YKTPR( I,J ),J»l OU 55 1=1,21 kcAO ( 1,500)(YKTNOtI,J),J>1 UU hO 1=1,21 
KbAO ( 1, 500)(YKTSMlt,J),J«1 UU 65 1=1,21 
r<cAD (1 ,50u) lYKALAl I ,J ), J.l UU 7C 1=1,21 
K£AU (1,500)IYKAPRl 1,J ),J=1 Ou 75 1=1,21 
KtAT (1,500)(YKANOlI,J),J=l ÛU ao 1=1,21 
KbMO (1 ,500)(YKASKII,J),J>1 Kt"OI 1,502)REI- ,F01, XACP,ACS KeADI I >503) ISP( J ) ,J = ?,6) «Tai Kth « KEH/3.0 2000.*kEF/24, O.420»KEFC 0.O«9*RFFn C.306*ReFU 0.052*K£HC 0,033*kEFL 0.018*REF0 lW[LAU*2.0$324.q4|/I 325.42) (•^ tPkÛ»^ ,0*326.94)/1021.40 (REN0U#2,0#330.27)/(336,49) (RESMU*2,0*336.3d)/(348.70) (RkGDU»2.C»343.2A)/(362.5)) (REO •2.0#350.00)/!375.001 FMUI3)=RELAN*4 53.5924*3.0/(324.94) FMU(4)»BCPRN»453.5924*3.0/1326.94) FMU(5 )=RcN0N*453.5924*3.0/(330.27) FMU(6 )=KE;SHN*453.5924*3.0/(336.3a J FMU(7)=0.0 UU 1 1=3,0 hMO(7)»FfU(7)tFM0( I ) 
FX =FMU(7)/iF0l - XACF) HI = FX • Ro SuVH » S/Rl MUVS = HO/S FM0(2)=XACF*FX FMU(l)»FM0(2) • FMU(7) FUU = rx*24.0/(0,453b*8.3453) SL » 5*24.0/10.4536*0.3453) 
M « R0*24.0/(0.4536*8.3453) ST = 2.»FD0 
CALCULATE INITIAL SCRUB SIDE SOLES Ou 91 I"3,6 SML(I) = FMU(I)*SP(I) iMU(2) » (FMU(21 • ACSC*R0)*SP(2) 
CALCULATE INITIAL EXTRACT SIDE MOLES OU 92 1=3,6 ÊMO(1) = FMO(I) - SMO(I) 
EMOI 2) » (FHUI2) • ACSC»RO) - SMÛ12I 
CALCULATE INITIAL FEED, SCRUB SIDE, FUll) « O.ODO 





k C U  KbLAN kbPkN RtnON RESMN 
R&ODN RbN 
AND EXTRACT SIDE MOLALITIES 
Figure 1$. Fortran statements for the computer program 
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OUbC OUdI 
0062 Ju63 OOtlH 
OOHb 0U»6 00U7 OUctd 
uou>v 
VU9J UVQI 
O O S ^  
U U ^ 4  0o9b 
U J V C  
0091 
J U S r i  
O O S ^  
V lUU JlUl 
J iU j J1U4 UlU'j 
U1Û6 (JU/ 
oloe 0U9 JUu 
ooul 
U U U 2  
UClS 
uGCH JUu9 OOIO 
yoil JU12 
oui J 
J O N  JÙltJ 
0017 Juld 0019 
J020 
0021 
0022  0023 
0 0 < ! 4  0025 
0 0 2 6  
O u c 7  
o02B 0029 0030 OOJl U032 0033 0034 
0035 0036 
0037 
SC(U > C.ODO DU 94 l»2i6 SCtn « SMO( I )/S 94 dC( u > sc(i) • sc(n J>C(7» » scm - SC(2I t:X(ll > O.UDO 
L)U 95 I*2i6 tX( I I s EMOtI»/«l 95 LX(l) > CX(U t EXd I EXI7I « tXlU - gX(2» 
t UiT IP TOTAL MOLALITY IS WITHIN THE DATA nANGF IF t 5 C ( i n i l , i l , 2  2 IP (EXUM 11,11,3 3 IK IEX11»-I0.0121.21,11 11 UKUE (3,5101 
wKITt (3,505)IfO(J»»J»l,7) 
«KITE I3,5U)(SP(J),J«2,A) HK iTE (3,5UÔ)(SCI J),J«1,7) 
nrslTE (3 ,507 ) I EX( J ) ,J«1,7) OU TÛ 90 21 CALL HATCH{EX,SC,FO,FMO,ACSC,S,RURO,FX,SOVR,ROVS,TOL,NTOL,N,M,NI, 1KUH, XAC»= , FDD, h,SL,ST,XNUrt) 90 IF (II)100,100,85 5UJ 1-UHMAT(10F7.3) 502 FOHHAT (4F8,5,2»-8.3,2I3» I2,F8,5) 5vj hUKMAT(5FU.9,F7.4,I4,J2) 505 f-UKMAT (4H0 F7F10.3) 50b FOKMAT (4H0 S*7F10.3) 507 FOkMAT 14H0 K17F10.3) 510 FuHMAT(lMl,7X,5HTCTAL,6X,4HHNU3,7X,2HLA,0X,2HPR,flX,2HNO,8X,?HSM, lt}*,2HHfcl 511 FUKMAT (4H0SPLtflX,5Fl0.3) 100 STUP tNO 
C HAICHINO SUHROUTINF SOUHUOTI.NE MATCH(EX,SC,Fl),hH0,ACSC,S,Rl,R0,FX,S0VM,P0VS,T0L,N7PL, 1N,M,NI ,kkF,XACF,FDl),H,SL,Sr,XNUM) UuUULC PKICISION PX(7),SC(7),FD(7),RNEX(7),RNSC(71,RMn(7>,SC1,fXU 
nMU(71.snVH,HOVb,ACSC»FX,S,Kl,R0 OIMLNSIUN LXMU(7|,SCHO(7),FS(71,FR(7) C L INil IALLUAIIONS 
I I  " 0  
J J - i i  
2b NN » 0 UU 0^ I «1,7 HNtX(I|«U.O 30 KNSC(I)»0.0 C C FlKSr STAGE-hY-STAOE CALCULATIONS TO OBTAIN THF MISMATCHES L aT THE MATCH!NG STREAM CALL EXTRAC(EX,SOVR,M,JJ,LL,RNEX ) CALL SCRUB (SC,&CSC,RUVS,N,J J,LL,RNSC) IH(LLJ299,35,299 C C OtrtKMlNC MUST MISMATCHED COMPONENT 35 fciT«U.0 UU 4 5 1=2,6 
I h (TEST-CAUS(KNF;X( I )-RNSC( 1 ) ) )40,45,45 40 TtbT»DArtS(RNEX(I)-RNSC( II) 
K  -  I  >  45 CONTINUf: IF (ÎEST-TOL)300,300,50 50 KK=KKfl 
IF (NI 154,54,51 51 wHITE(3,51HlXNOM WRITE (3,504)KK,TUL,S,R1,HO,FX,ROVS,SOVR,N,M hKlTfc 13.505)IF01J),J«X,7) HrtlTE (3,506)(SC(J),J=l,7) 
W R I T E  ( 3 , 5 0 7 ) ( E X ( J ) t J = l , 7 )  MklTIr (3,512l(kNEX(J|,J = l,7) WKlTt (3,513)lRNSC(JJ,J«l,7) WKITE(3,700} (EX,(J ),J«1,6) 700 FUKfAT(6F16.l3) 54 IF (KK-NTOL)55,300,300 55 IF (RNEX(K|-RNSC(K))16L,25,61 61 CALL ECALC (EX,SC«RNEX,RNSC,NN,ACSC,FX,SOVR«ROVS,TDL,N,H,FO,S, IK,Kl ) 
IF(NN)299,35,299 161 CALL SCALC (EX,SC,RNEX,RNSC,NN,ACSC,FX,SQVR,ROVStTQL,N,M,FD,S, IK,R1I IF(NN)299,35,299 C C PKINT-OUT C 




J U y /  
U U 4 4  0045 
UU47 
OOAti U04y 
OOil Jut) «2 Oui>j 001>4 Oub3 
O U b o  0057 
U U b o  0059 
U U b J  UOOI 
O v u 2  U06i 00b4 
U O b b  Ouoe 
Q u o  f  
oCfcB 00o9 0070 UU71 
\i07^ 0073 0074 
U07b U076 0077 007a 
0 0 7 9  
OOtil) Oudl 
0082 
V063 OOU4 UObti VUWfi OObf 
Cv90 1>U91 
299 hRiîtt3i5l5» XNUM 300 JJ=JJ+1 SCHOt1 I • 0.0 fcXW(J( II • 0.0 Uu 301 I "2,6 fcXMUi i ) • EXm-Rl bC«Û(1 I » SCI Il*S LArtUU) " ËXHG(l) * EXHOd I 301 scMuuI • scMCiii • scMncn • . fcXMU( 71 « ÉXMUiU - EXM0(2 I &LMU(7) » SCMUn ) - SCM0<2> Uu 302 l«l.7 FS{ 1 I « iCMUl I l/FMO( I ) 302 hRH I = IXMU( 1 )/FMO( 1 ) 
If (LLU10,320,310 310 «KITE < i,5l^iKK,TULrS,RltROtFX,ROVStSOVR,NtH OU TU 330 32U WHi!e(3fSlBUNUM 
HKlTb (3.f>04)KKt T U L t S«KliRû»FX»ROVS*SOVRfN»H 330 tiKlTb (3.505HFD(JI«J-lt7) 
nr<ITE ( 3i50ô) (SC(JI »J"lt7| 
mklTE n.5U7)(EXlJlfJ"l,7| h«JTc (3,%08f 
«KlTt <3.505MFMU(JJ»J»lt7l 
mkllE (3,506»tSCMC{J)»J=U7l 
V<r iTb (3.507) (£XMO<JI ,J>1(7) kKlTE (3,5091 hAtTE (3.5l6HFS(JNJ«t.6) MKHE {3,517)(FR ( J) « J<1,6) 
« K I T E  1 3 , 6 0 1 )  WRITE (3,6U2)N*H WRITE (3,603) CALL EXrRAL(EX,SGVR,M,JJ,LL*RNEX) CALL SCRLB (SC,ACSC*ROVS,NtJJ*LL,RNSC) if ac )ÔOC,34C,600 340 CALL CbSlONIEXHOtSCMO.RFF.XACFfACSCfFOO,H,SL»ST,N.M,XNUM) 504 hJKMAT (63H INTERNALLY FEU CASCADE WITH FEED STAGE MATCH OF ALL CO lHt>ONtNT!>,/ lH0,6X,2lHNllMaER OF I TER AT I ON S= 14 ,5 X, lOHTGL ER ANCE«F7 .4 , 2/ 3HOS = F9.2,8X,3HRl = F9.3,6X,3HRt)»F9.3,aX,2HF«F9,3,/ IHO,4X.«iHRO/S* 3F7.4,BX,5HS/RI = F7.4,7X,2HN»Ï3,6H M=f3/ iHO, 40X, 8HH0L AL t TY/ox , 
4 5HTUTAL,6X,4hHNU3,6X,2HLAfl0Xf2HPK» 9X,2HN0,UXe2HSH, 9X,2HRE1 5L5 FUHMATI4H0 F fF9.4 , 6 F 12 . 4 )  506 FUKMAT(4H0 S*,F9.4,6F12.4) 507 FORMAT(4H0 RI,Fg.4,6Fl2.4) 508 FUKHATllMOf/lH >42X,SHMULfcS,/9X,5H7GTAL»6X,4HHN03,RX,2HLA,I OX,2HPR I, yx.2HND, llX,2HSM. 9X.2HR6) 509 FUKMAT(iHO,/lH ,35X,16HFHAC7ION OF FfcCD./9X,SHTOTAL•6X,4HHN03,13X, 12MLA, l6X,2HPK,llX,2HN0f 9X,2HSM) 512 f-0kMAT(4h0 £X,F9.4»6F12.4) 513 FÙKMAT(4H0 SC,F9.4,6F12.4) 514 FORMAT (63H INTERNALLY FED CASCADE WITH FEED STAGE MATCH OF ALL CO IMl'CNENTS,/ IH0,8X,21HNUMHEH OF I TERA r IONS" I 4, 5X, iOMTOLERA NC e=F 7. A , 2/ 3HOS=F7.4,0X,3HRl-f-7.4 ,8X,3HRn=F7.4,HX,2HF = F7.4,/ IHO, 4X , 5HRn/S-;jh/,4»flX, 5HS/Kl=F 7.4,7X,2HN«I3,6H M«13/ IHO ,40X, BHhOL AL ITY/9X, 4 5HTUTAL,6X,4HHNU3,HX,2HLA,9X,2HPR,9X,2HND,9X,2HSM,9X,2HRE) 515 hUHMAr(lHl,F5.2,26HSCKUb UH EXTRACT SIOE STOP) 516 KlklAT(4H0 S«,6F14.9) 517 FUHMAÎ(4h0 K1,OF14.9) 5Irt F0f<f'AI(lHl#F5.2) 601 hUHMAT(IMO,/1HO» I 4 2 X , 4 H F E E 0 , / I H  f 4 4 X,lHlt/lH , 1 7 X , 1 0HN - 1  S T A G F  S,  1 7  X , ITM 
2,ldX, l O H M-l S TMC E S / I H  , 3 4 X . 1 H I , 9 X , I H I , 1 0 X , I H I / H H  E X T R A C T , 2 7 X , I H I , 4  3X,iHV,lOX,IHI ,27X,7HS0LVENT,/4H S*,6X,6HI I,6X,6Hl -I»7X,lhI 4,yX,6N[ i,7X»lHl,7X,6Hl f,6X,6Hj 1 » 6X , IMS,/P f»H < I 5 I< 1 I< I < 1 I< I < 1 I< 1 
6  I <  )  602 FORMAT (IH ,9X,6Hl I* I,6X,6HI 2* I,7X,IHI,7X,?HI , 12.2H* 1,7>,IHI, 
17X.IHI,4X,1HI ,6X,1HI,4X,IHI/LH ,9X, IHI ,4X,IHI,6X,IH1,4X,1HI,7X,1HI 2,7X,lriI,4X»lHl,7X,lHI,7X,IH{t4X,IHl,6X,lHl.4X,lHI,/45H >I 3 I I—-> 1 > I «12*4lH I——> I ---->1 2 I-— 
4 — > I  1  I  > )  603 FURMATdh ,3H R0,6X,6HI I,6X,6Hl 1, 7X, IHI , 7X, 6HI I,7X,lHl l,7X,6Hl I,6X,6HI I,6X,2HRI,/6H SCRUB,29XtlHl,20X,IHI,27X,9HR 2AFFINATE./1H ,20X.15HSCRUB SIDE 1,20X,17HI EXTRACT SIOE) 60U RETURN. 
ENU 
0002 
0003 0U04 UU05 
0006 OO07 OOOQ 0009 
0 0 1 0  OOLl 
SLÙAUOTINE ECALC CEX,SC,RNEX»RNSC,NN,ACSCfFX,SOVR,ROVSfTOLfN,H, UD,S,K,Rl) DOUBLE PRECISION EX(7),SCi7)tFDi7 »•RNEXt7),RNSCt7),X I(15)•EX I,SC1 l,SOVR,ROVS,ACSC,FX,S«Rl XI(l) « 0.05 XI(2) » 0.005 XI(3) tt 0.0005 
XUAf « O.UOOl OU 10 1«5«15 J " 1 - 1 10 XUI) > XI(J)/10.0 
LL > 0 
jj « 0 
Figure 15. (Continued) 
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AOJUSTHfcNT OF EXTRACT SIDE MOLALITY OF MOST MISMATCHED COMPONENT 
I " I 
1 tXl » 6X(KI 2 txcKj « 6X1 - xmi 
lF(EX(Kn 3,3,4 
3 i » I • I 
1F( 1-15) 2,2,7 
fDIK)»FX/S - eX(K»/SOVR 












EX(5) » EXI6) 




LL = 0 
CALL EXrRAC(£X,SOVR,H«JJ,LL,RNEX) 
CALL SCRUB ( SC, ACSC, ROVS, N * J J ,L L tRNSC ) 
iF(LL) 3.5.3 
1F(KNEX(K) - RNSC(K)I 6,25,1 
TEST = OABS(RNEX(K) - RNSC(K)) 
IFHEST - TOL) 25,25,3 
IF(LL) 6,25,8 
NN * I 
GO TU 26 
25 SCIK) 
5C(2) > 






FO(K)#FX/S " EX(K)/SOVR 
F0(2J»FX/S - EX(2)/S0VR 
SCO) * SCU) • SC(5) • 
SC<2) • SC(7» 
EXO) * EX(4) • EX(5) * 










































SOoKGUTINE SCALC (EX,SC,RNEX,RNSC.NNtACSCtFX,SOVR,ROVS«TOLtN,M, 
IFO.S.K.Rl) 
UUUOLE PRECISION EXIT) ,SC(7 ) «FOi7 ), RNEX f 7) fRNSCI7),X1115 I,EXUSCl 
1,SUVK,R0VS.AC<>C.FX.S|R1 
XI 11) » 0.05 
XI(2) * 0.005 
XI(3) « 0.0005 
XI(4) = 0.0001 
UU 10 1-5,15 
J • I " I 
10 Alil) ' X1(J)/10.0 
J J  >  0  
LL » 0 
ADJUSTMENT OF SCRUB SIOE MOLALITY OF MOST MISMATCHED COMPONFNT 
I « 1 
1 SCI - SCIK) 
2 SC(K) » SCI - XI (I) 
IF(SCIK)) 3.3,4 3 I « I • 1 
IF(I-15» 2,2,7 
SC(K)*SOVR 
SC(2)»S0VR » 4CSC»ROVS«SOVP 
*• SC(5I * SC(6I 
• 6X(5) * EX(6) 
4 tX(K) « F0(K)«FX/R1 -
tX{2) " h0(2I»FX/R1 -
SCI 7) . SCO) • SCI 4) 
sell) « SCI2) • SCI7) 
6X17) » EXI3) * EXI4) 
EXil) « EXI2) • EXC7) 
LL » 0 
CALL EXTRACIEX.SOVR,H,JJ,LL,RNEXI 
CALL SCRUB (SC,ACSC,ROVS,N,JJ,LL,RNSC) 
IF(LL) 3.5,3 
5 IFIP.NEX(K) - RNSC(K)) 1,25,6 
6 TEST ' OAASIRNEXIK) - RNSCIK)) 
IFITBST-TOL) 25,25,3 
7 IF(LL) 6,25,8 
B NN < I 
UCJ TO 26 









F0(2)#FX/R1 - SCI2)*S0VR • ACSC*ROVS*SOVR 







• EXI5) * EX16I 
Figure 15. (Continued) 
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C  C X 7 K A C T  S U a H O u r i N E - C A C C U L A 7 6 S  S T A G E -Br- S T A G E  F R O M  E X T R A C T  S I D E  
C  OOCl SUuRUUTINE EXTRAC I EXtSCVA»NtJJ«LLtMAC) CUMMJN XKTLA(21110).XKTPR(21.10)fXKTNO(21.10J ,XKTSM(21 ,10), UKALA(2l,I0) tXKAPR(21,10l«XKAND<2L.lO).XKASH(2iaO) 
uuOj CLHMUN YAlLA(2i,10) » VKTPR < 21,10 ) ,YKTN0 ( 21 • 10 ) , YKTSH ( 2 1,10 ), 1YKALA(2W10I,YKAPH(21, L0),YKAN0(2L ,10) |YKASH(21,10) ÛU04 DOUBLE PRECISION EX(7).RH(6),SM(61,6PR(6 I ,MAO<7),HOR(7)*DEHS 
vvU5 UtMEUbtUN X(7},XF(6),Y(7),YF(6l OuOû KK • 0 6007 Uù i l»l ,7 
uuOâ I « EXtn 0u04 1 MUi«( I ) • O.OCO 
O u U  U J ) % ,  W , »  OOU 5 HKITE (3,t>21)SUVH,N C C AUUEUUS PHASE MOLALITIES WHICH ARE GIVEN JùU lu UU 11 1«2,7 0013 11 XII I - MAWm/MAQIU U(,14 UU 12 I«3,6 0015 12 XFU » = MA(j( I I /MAQ(7) 0016 IF (JJ)15,20,15 U017 Ib HriiTE (3,!)22) ,J«I,7) Oold WHITE (5,^ 231(MAO(J),J-1,7),{X(J),J>2i7),(XF(J) 0019 20 00 21 i"l,6 0020 KMU ) " "AQII ) UUtl 21 SM(Il - MURtI) C C CALCULATIGNS OVER 1 STAGE 0022 50 OU 150 L-2,N C C fcwUILlOKIUM CALCULATIONS-DOUBLE INTERPOLATION TO OBTAIN NITRIC ACID C TUT AL SULUTE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS OU2J XNLI »{X(7»»100.0 • 5.0»/5#0 0U24 lA-XKEI 
OOi'3 XUIX Ou2(, fRX>XREl-Xl 00.;7 55 IH5.0 -M&QI I) J60,70,65 OOid 60 IFI7.U -MAUll) )75,75,70 0029 tb L » MA6(1) - 2.0 • 3.0 0010 UU TO AO 0U31 70 Z « (f'AQIll • l,0)/2,0 • 3.0 0U3^  GU TO 80 003J 75 Z - IMAUU) • 5.0)/3.0 » 3.0 UVJ4 80 L^*l OOJb ZK%kZ OOJo hXZ"Z-ZK 00 J ^  AMLAI-XKTLA( IX,K/»*II ,0-FHXUXKTLA( lX*l.Kn*fRX jUj,| XKTLA2-XKri A( M,K/» U*U.O-FHX»»XKTLA( I X*l .KZ• U*FRX OUjV X^ TL A3.XKTlAl#n.0-FRZ HXKTLA2*FRZ UU40 L^ILA =XMLAJ*XF(3) UU41 xi^ TPRi«xKTPk(i x,KZi*(i,o-Ffixi»xKr»»R(ix*i ,K;»»FRX U042 XKTPH2=XKTPR( IX » K Z+I ) * ( I .0-FRX > XK TPR I |X*l,KZ*ll*PRX 0U4j XKTPR3 = XKrpRl»(l.O-FRZ l»XKTPR2*F4Z 0044 CKTPR = XKTPR3*XF(4) 004) AMNOl'XKTNOI I X,KZ »• ( I .O-FkX ) f XKTNO( IX+1«KZI»FRX 0046 XKTN02»XKTM){ IX, KZ# 11 • {1 .O-FRXI «-XK TNO( IK • I, Kr+I J»FR X 004 7 XMN03=XKTN0l»(l.0-FRZ|f XKTN02«FRZ 0(j4d CKTNO = XKTN03*XF{5) U049 XKTSKl = XKTSH(lX,KZ»*n.O-FRX)+XKTSMIIX»l,KZ}*FRX 005v XKTSM2=XKTS4| IX.KZ+1)«( 1. 0-FRX) «• XKTSM( I X*l .KZ^ l ) «FRX 0011 XKrSMj=XKTSMi#( l.O-FRZ |*XKrS42«FRZ 0052 CKTSM = XKTSH3«XF(6> ÔUbi XKALAl = XKALA(I X,KZ)•(I.O-FRX » *XKAL411Xfl,KZ)*FRX 0054 XKALA2»XKALA( IX, KZ • U« ( UO-FRX 1 f XK ALA{ IX *1, KZ* I ) •FR X 0055 X\4LA3=XKALAl#(1.0-FkZ)*XKAL62*FRZ JU56 LKALA = XKALA3'XF(3) 005 7 XKAPH1 = XKAPW(IX,KZI•(1.0-FRX)tXKAPR{IX +1,KZ)«FRX 0U58 XNAPR2=XKAPR(IX,KZ*1)»(l,0-FRXI+XK4PR(I X*I,KZ+1)»FRX ÛU59 XKAPK3=XKAPKl*(1.0-FRZ)+XKAPR2*FRZ 0060 CKAPR « XKAPR3*XF(4) 0061 XKAN01aXKANOUX,KZ;*a.O-FftX»*XKANO(lX+l ,KZ»*FRX OObZ X^ KM02»XKAS0( IX,K.Z»U»IU0-FRX)»X<AN0( IX + 1,KZ*1)*FRX 0U63 XKANUi=XKANDl»il.0-FRZ)*XKAN02*FRZ 0064 Lr^ ANO = XKANn3«XF(S) 0065 XKASHl»XKASM( IX. KZ ) • ( I ,0-FRX » f XKASHt U + 1,KZ)»FRX 0066 XKASM2=XKASrtJ I X, KZ»l ) •<! . 0-FRX > ••XKA5H HX M ,KZ*1) «FRX 0067 X^ ASM33XKASM!•(l.O-FRZ)*XKASH2«FRZ 0066 CKASM » XKASM3#XF(6) 0069 TUIK«CKTLAfCKTPR+CKTND*CKTSM 007C HNU3K"CKALA+CKAPR+CKAND*CKASM C C TOTAL MOLALITY OF ORGANIC PHASE 0071 MORtl) • MA01U*TCTK 0072 IF(HOR11))105.110,110 0073 105 IF <JJ)106,107,106 0074 lOo HHiTE l3f526)«CRm,MAOU»»TOTKfL 0U75 LC7 00 TO 200 0U76 110 M(JK(2) * MA0(2)*HN03K UU77 M0f<(7) - HQRd) - M0RI2) 
Figura 15. (Continued) 
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Û07d Ou?-* UObO JUMi 
JUOtf OUbJ Ou8«t OOoCli 
O u n o  
O C M y  0o90 
•Jù91 
0 0 9 < !  OU-îi 00^ 4 0U^ 5 0091. UU57 UU9d 00-i9 
OlUO Ulu l Uiv: 
O l C j  JiU4 010^  
O l U ù  
oiur 
O U u  JLU9 Jiu OUI OiU OllJ 
o i l s  0U5 01 le J117 Ûllcj 0119 Ul^ u 





uUi 0132 0133 
11b 
Ht 117 C C 
120 
l i a  C C U9 
Ul 
1 1 2  
U3 
114 
121 C C 
1 2 2  
1 2 )  
I2v l2o U7 130 12P 
131 
135 
lit 137 140 145 I5d 
2 0 0  521 
522 




1HMUR(7»»115.115,120 If (JJI110,117,116 HKl It (3 ,527 »MCK(lUHOK(2l »HOH(7»,HNÙ3K,L OU TU 200 
SkPARATJCN HACTIMS Dh»k(3l > J.HU7«0«lI06*HOK(n 
rtPrt(4) • 1.0 1>OK(5I " 1.0448*0,C9874*MnH( U DPK|6) • -0.3795*0.9214"MUR(U ' • 
IMVJKU»- 1.75UIP,U9,U9 tlPKlô» » 1.00 f 
INOIVIUUAL MÛLALITILS CF OKCANIC PhASE JtrtS » C.ODO OU 111 M3,6 UcMb * OEMS * MAC(I)*BPR(n UU 112 1*3,6 MURI U = HOK( 7)*BPR( n*NAUn )/DEMS UU 113 1=2,7 Y( n = MCRI I I/MORIU UU 114 1=3,6 YF(n « MUK(II/M0RJ7) 
Li'L-1 ' IF (JJII21,I22,121 
wKlTE (3 ,528)11, IMORIJl,J«1,7>,(Y(J),J>?,7),<YF(J),J*3,6l 
HAThKIAL BALANCE CALCULATIONS OU 123 I«l(ô HA^ d) = MnRUJ-SCVK - SMUl»SOVR • RMdl MAL.(7I > MAW( 1 I - HAG(2) bAM = DMINi(HAg(ll,MAQ(2),HAU(3l,MAOU),MAO(5),MAQ(6),HAO<7)) IP (SAM)125,125,130 
IH (JJ) 126,127,U6 
nKITt ( 3,529MMAQ( J) ,J>1,7) ,L GO TU 200 00 128 1=2,7 X( n s MAO(I)/MAQ( U Uo 129 l=3,o XF(I) = KAgtn/MACl7» iF IJJ)121,i32,131 WRITE I3,530)L,|MAC(JI,J»I,7J,(X{J),J»2,7J,IXF(JJ,J»3,6» lF(HAi:( U ) 135,140,140 
IF (JJ)136,137,13& hKiTt ( 3 ,531 IfACU ) ,L 
eu TU 200 lF(MAg{ll - 16,01150,145,145 IF(Jjn3b,200,l36 CONTINUE bO TU 600 LL=LL*1 
FORMAT (32H16XTRACT SIDE CALCULATION S/R1=F8.4,4H M»|3,/ IH0,21X l ,4;0HSTA(»EwISt MULALlTieS,39X,22HSTAGEHISE COMPOSITIONS,/120H 2TÛTAL HN03 LA PR NO SM RE ACFR LAFR 3 PHF4 NOFK iMF-K REFR LA/RE PR/RE NO/RE SM/RE ) FORMAT 14M0S 0 7Ffl.4,10F6.3) Fu^ .4AT ( 4H R l 7F8.4,10F6.3) FUwMAT f22H0£XTKACr SIDE STOP 526,/ 6H TMOR»F 1 0» 4, 6H TMA0«F8. <•, ftH ITJTK«FB.4,/ 7N STAGÉ«I3) 
FORMAT (22H0EXTRACT SIDE STOP 527,/ 6H TMÛR«F10.4,6H AHOR-Fl0.P,7H 1 ktMUR«Fl0.b,7M HN03K«F10,8,/ 7H STAGE«13» FORMAT (2H0S 12,7FK.4,10F6.3) 
FUKMAT (22H0tXTRACT SIOE STOP 529,/ 6H TMAO'Fl0,4,6H AMAO^ FIO.4,flH 1 XLAHAO«F10.4,7H PRMA0»Fl0.4,aH XNûHAQ«F10.4,7M SMMAQ-F10.4,7H REM 
<:Ay=Fl0.4,/ 7M bTAGE«I3» 
FORMAT I2H K I2,7F8.4,10F6.3) FORMAT U2H0EXTRACT SIDE STOP 531,/ 6H TMA0-F10.4,/ 7H STAGE»I3» 
RETURN 
END 
C SCRUB SUdRuUTINE-CALCULATES STAGE-BY-STAGE FROM SCRUB SIDE 
C 0001 SUoKOUTlNE SCRUB (SC,ACSC•ROVS,N,JJ,LL,MAU) 00u2 CuMMUN XKTLA{21,101,XKTPR(21,10 I,XKTND(21,10),XKTSMI21,10), 1XNALA(21,10I,XKAPR(21,10),XKAND(21,10),XKASN(2I,10} OOoa CCMMON YKTLAI 21,10 »,YKTPR(21,10 J,YKTND(21,10 I,YKTSM(21,10 », iYAALAI2l,10*,YKAPR(21,10>,YKAND(21,10 I,YKASM{2 1,10) OOOt UUUHLE PR&ClSlUN SC(7 »,RM(6),SH(6»,BPR(6)*MAO(7>,MOR(7),DEMS 0005 UIMUNSION X(7},XF<61 , Y(71,YP(6 J U006 KK c 0 
Juo7 Du 1 ("1,7 Ouod MURIII = SC(I ) Ouu^  1 MAUI I) = 0.000 0010 MAUIZ) • ACSC 0011 MAum » MAU(2I • MA0(7J OOU IF (JJ 15,10,5 OOij 5 WRITE (3,541»RCVS,N 0014 MRITE (3,542)(MAQ(J),J«l,7l 
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O O P J  
U U  I  o  
J U l  /  
t J O t l l  
u u i u  
uu/i J 0.1^ ' 
O O ^ J  
oois 
0 0 2  V  
cc^ y ûûi«^  
0 0 3 0  
0 Û 3 I  
J U 3 2  ÛOJi 00a4 0031 Juio Oui? 
0 0 3 1  0034 
O U 4 0  
0 0 4 1  
J O t < J  
J 0 4  j  Uv44 
U U 4 b  0U4/ C04d 0044 
0 0 5 0  
oobl 0Ub2 
U O b J  OOJ>4 Oo55 
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